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Overview 
A stage by stage introduction to writing computer codes for Bird's Direct simulation Monte-Carlo method (Bird 1994) and a simplified (and generally faster) 
variant (Macrossan 2001). Codes are provided which can solve a simple 1D flow problem (the flow in a shock tube) for different collision rates (and hence 
Knudsen numbers).  
Only the simplest "classical" collision models are used - hard sphere molecules and Maxwell molecules. These give rise to viscosity laws of µ ∝ T1/2 and µ ∝ 
T, respectively. The effects of more realistic collision models (those that give more realistic viscosity laws µ = µ (T) ) are simulated with a new simplified 
collision model (Macrossan 2001, 2004) with no more or (for steady flow) much less, CPU time than the standard methods. The new model, known as "ν-
DSMC or "collision rate DSMC" can reproduce any viscosity law and is ideally suited to hybrid continuum/DSMC codes where the viscosity law assumed in 
the typical continuum codes can be used in DSMC. 
The codes use arbitrary units, and hence arbitrary values of the gas constant and tube length are set in "parameter statements". These can be changed to 
MKS values if so desired. No other changes to the codes will be needed.  
 
• Part 1 (pdf) (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/part1.pdf) 
1. Free molecular (collisionless flow)  
2. Sample dsmc0 code  
3. Equipartition 
 
• Part 2 (pdf) (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/part2.pdf) 
1. Equilibrium limit (EPSM, Pullin 1980)  
2. Mean free path  
 
• Part 3 (pdf) (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/part3a.pdf) 
1. Collision rate  
2. Maxwell and hard sphere collision model  
3. simulation collision rate  
4. Maxwell and hard sphere simulation collision rate and collision procedures  
5. ν-DSMC (a fast simulation method with arbitrary viscosity law)  
6. Microscopic v Macroscopic approach to DSMC, (approximately)  
7. nominal mean free path 
 
 
FORTRAN codes mentioned in the course 
 
1D Shock tube  
• No collisions tube0.f  http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/tube0.htm  
• "Infinite collisions" tube1.f http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/tube1.htm  
• "Infinite collision" routine epsm.f http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/epsm.htm 
 
Random number generators 
• Uniform Fraction rf2.f http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/rf2.htm  
• Normal Distribution rnp.f (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/rnp.htm) Marsaglia "Polar" method  
• Half Normal (diffuse wall) Not covered 
   
Move and cross-reference 
Moves particles, reflect at walls, new cell for each move1d.f http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/move1d.htm  
Instantaneous flow state in each cell state.f http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/state.htm  
Sets initial particles init.f http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/init.htm  
Constructs particle-cell cross-reference arrays index.f http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/index.f.htm 
 
Collisions 
• Collision relaxation in a cell relax.f http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/relax.htm  
• Finite collision rate (Maxwell) tube1.f  (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/tube1.htm) 
• http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/tube1.htm  
• Maxell collision model maxwell.f (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/maxwell.htm)  
• Hard sphere collision routine tube2.f (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/tube2.htm)  
• hs.f (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/hs.htm) 
 
 
 
ν-DSMC   
• tube3.f (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/tube3.htm)  
• collision routine  nudsmc3.f (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/nudsmc3.htm) 
• tube4.f (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/tube4.htm)  
• nudsmc4.f (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/nudsmc4.htm) rate re-calculated every 2nd step 
 
Equilibrium Particle Simulation method  
A code is supplied here (http://www.uq.edu.au/~e4mmacro/dsmcpg/epsm.htm) for Pullin's EPSM (Pullin 1980, Macrossan 1995) which can be used as part of 
a hybrid continuum/DSMC method for near continuum flow (Macrossan 2001b). A further development of EPSM, the "particle flux method" is described by 
Macrossan, Metchnik and Pinto (2004) (http://eprint.uq.edu.au/archive/00001819/).  
 
Topics not covered 
• Wall boundary condition (diffusely reflecting surface) 
• Stream boundary condition (inflow of new molecules) 
• Molecules with "internal" degrees of freedom, rotation/vibration/chemical energy. Refer to Bird (1994) but see also Lilley and Macrossan (2004) 
(http://eprint.uq.edu.au/archive/00001972/) for a simplified approach to some of these problems. 
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